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Dear editor
We have read and appreciated the article entitled “Seroprevalence of Hepatitis B Virus, Hepatitis C Virus, Syphilis and 
Associated Factors Among Female Sex Workers in Gondar Town, Northwest Ethiopia”.1 This study draws our attention 
to providing another insight that we hope will be useful in further studies. The study by Wondmagegn et al is interesting 
to observe although several other similar studies have been found. The work carried out by the authors has similar ideas 
to previous publications with the additional observation of serological testing for anti-HCV and Syphilis antibodies.2,3 

Initially we expected to find a more detailed discussion of the causative mechanism that describes the relationship 
between risk factors with infection rates and prevalence, unfortunately this is not found in the discussion as in other 
publications.2,3 However, there are some points that can be leveraged to make the study more interesting if some data can 
be informed or available.

Observation of HBsAg solely is considered inadequate from two points of view. First, HBsAg examination without 
being followed by other serological tests (HbsAb an HBcAb) could not distinguish whether acute infection, chronic 
infection, recovery (viral clearance), or co-infection with another HBV serotype.4 Clear information in this condition is 
very useful for elaborating data related to risk factors and infection status of respondents being studied. Second, put 
alongside the results of the HBsAg test with anti-HCV and syphilis antibody data is not appropriate. Anti-HCV and anti- 
Syphilis showed that the respondent had been in contact with microorganisms, whether exposure or infection could not 
be ascertained. Both only provide evidence of developed immunity as a result of past natural infection, post-vaccination 
or even development of immunity that occurs concurrently with the disease (acute or chronic).5 Therefore at least it is 
highly recommended to do both HBsAg and HBsAb testing simultaneously.

The authors report that HBV, HCV and Syphilis are common occurs via the sexual transmission route in female sex 
workers (FSWs). Naturally, sexually transmitted infections will increase the risk of multiple infections in respondents. In 
the publication, authors seems to have been overlooked since multiple infection data such as HBV+HCV+Syphilis, HBV 
+Syphilis, HBV+HCV and HCV+Syphilis will provide more comprehensive information on actual field situations. This 
is very useful to provide an overview of the status of respondents in those epidemiological study which is able to capture 
the actual health status of each FSWs. We therefore suggest that some of the points we have mentioned and criticized 
above should be considered in future studies.
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